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Let 5 be a semigroup, S the set of all proper subsemigroups of 5. By

the graph G(S) of S, we mean the nondirected graph whose set of

vertices is S, in which vertices A and B are adjacent (that is, are

joined by an edge) if and only if A t^B and A(~\B^0. Recall that a

graph is connected provided there is a path between every pair of its

vertices. In his paper [l], Bosák proved: If 5 is a nondenumerable

semigroup or a periodic semigroup with more than two elements,

then its graph G(S) is connected. Bosák then raised the following open

problem.

Bosák's Problem [l, p. 122j:1 Does there exist a semigroup with

more than two elements whose graph is disconnected?

The purpose of this article is to answer this problem, in the nega-

tive, by proving the following theorem.

Theorem. Every semigroup with more than two elements has a con-

nected graph.

We remark that the particular semigroup {0, 1} with the multipli-

cation of integers has a disconnected graph, and this turns out to be

the only one such, as the theorem asserted. The graph of the trivial

semigroup, which consists of one element alone, is trivially connected.

Thus, henceforth we need only to consider a semigroup with more

than two elements.

We first prove two special cases which will be used in the proof of

the general case. A unital [resp. left unital] semigroup is a semigroup

with a unit ( = identity) [resp. left unit ( = left identity)].

Lemma 1. If S is a unital semigroup with more than two elements,

then its graph G(§) is connected.

Proof. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that there exists a

unital semigroup 5 with more than two elements such that its graph

G(S) is not connected. Then, there exist two disjoint nonempty

subsets Si and S2 of S such that SiUS2 = S, and no semigroup in Si has

an element in common with any semigroup in S2. Let 1 denote the

unit of S; there is no loss of generality in assuming the semigroup
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1 I am indebted to Anthony C. Shershin for calling my attention to this problem.
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{1} GSi- Let St be an arbitrary semigroup in Si, and let xQSi. Then

since the subsemigroup (1, x, x*, x*, • • • } intersects both {l}GSi

and SjGSj, by the disconnectedness of G(S) we must have 5

= {1, x, x*, xl, ■ • ■ }, because {l, x, x\ *',••• } cannot be a proper

subsemigroup.

Case 1. 5= {1, x, x2, ¡c', • • • } is finite.

In this case, 5 is a periodic semigroup with more than two elements,

and hence by Theorem 1 of Bosák [l], its graph G(S) is connected.

Case 2. S= {l, x, x*, **,•••} is infinite.

In this case, for any two positive integers m and «, xm9*xn if and

only if m9*n [2, p. 19]. Consequently, {1, x2, x4, **,•••} is a proper

subsemigroup of S which intersects both {lJGSi and SiGSi. This

contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2. If S is a left unital semigroup with more than two elements,

then its graph G(S) is connected.

Proof. Let e be a left unit of S, then there are the following two

cases.

Case 1. S = Se** {xe: xQS}.
In this case, e is also a right unit of S, and hence S has e as the unit.

Consequently, by Lemma 1, the graph G(S) is connected.

Case 2. S9* Se.

Suppose that the graph G(S) is not connected, then S is a disjoint

union of its nonempty subsets Si and St such that no semigroups in

Si intersect any semigroup in Si. Under this case, Se is a proper sub-

semigroup of S and hence Se must belong to either Si or Si, say Si.

Take any subsemigroup St from Si, and take any element x from S2.

The set So" {e, x, x*, x%, • • • } W {xe, x2e, x*e, • • • }, which is easily

seen to be a subsemigroup of S, intersects both SeQ%i and StGSi.

Consequently, So cannot be a proper subsemigroup of 5. Thus, S

= {e,x,x*,x3, • • • }*U{xe,x*e,x*e, ■ • • }.LetSj= {e,x2,x*,x*, • • • }

W [x2e, x*e, x*e, • • • }, which is readily seen to be a subsemigroup of

5. As assumed in the beginning of this proof the graph G(S) is dis-

connected, it follows from Theorem 1 of [l ] that S must have infi-

nitely many elements. Now, if xQ{e, x*, x*, x*, • - • }, then St is

finite and hence it is a member of S. If *G {e, x*, x', x*, • • ■ }, then

St is a member of S also. On the other hand, since Si contains the

element x2e of SeGSi and also the element x* oí SiQSt, Si can not

belong to SiUSj = S. The contradiction proves that the graph G(S) is

connected.

We are now ready to prove our theorem stated earlier.
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Proof of Theorem. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that there

exists a semigroup 5 with more than two elements such that its graph

G(S) is disconnected. Then, there exist two vertices (proper subsemi-

groups) A and B such that there is no path connecting A and B.

Choose two elements aEA and bEB; and keep them fixed throughout

the proof. Since aS and Sb are subsemigroups of 5 such that a*EA

r\aS, abEaSr^Sb and b2ESbnB, we must have aS = S or 56 = 5.
For, otherwise, there would be a path in G(S) connecting A and B.

Assume aS = S (the case Sb = S may be handled similarly), then

Ai= {x:xES, xS = S} forms a subsemigroup containing a.

Case 1. Ai^S; that is, .4iES.
From the choice of a, b in S and the assumption A1^S, it follows

that bÇAi. Since a*EAr\Sa, baEbSHSa, b2EbSC\B and bS^S, we
must have Sa = S. Otherwise, there would be a path in G(S) connect-

ing A and B. Sa = S implies that there exists an element eES such

that ea = a. And aS = S implies that for every x in 5 there exists an

element y in 5 such that x = ay. Whence, ex = e(ay) = (ea)y = ay = x.

Thus, 5 is left unital and therefore, by Lemma 2, the graph G(S) is

connected.

Case 2.Ai = S; that is, xS = S for all xES.
We divide this case into two subcases:

Subcase 2.1. There exists some cES such that Sc = S.

Using the same arguments employed in Case 1 above, cS = S = Sc

implies that 5 is left unital, and hence that the graph G(S) is con-

nected.

Subcase 2.2. Sx?*S for all xES.

For any positive integers m and «, Sam and So" are two proper

subsemigroups of 5 such that am+1EAC\Sam and bn+1EBr~\Sbn.

Hence SamC\Sbn = 0; for otherwise, there would be a path connecting

A and B, contradicting the assumption about A and B. We next ob-

serve that S = SamyJSbn for all positive integers m and n. For if other-

wise, am+ïEAr\(Sam[USbn) and bn+1E(Sam<USbn)C\B imply that

there is a path between A and B, which again is a contradiction.

From the above paragraph, we now conclude that Sa = Sam and

Sb = Sbn for all positive integers m and «. Let us denote T = Sa, then

aT = a(Sa) = (aS)a = Sa = T   and    Ta = (Sa)a - 5a2 = Sa = T.

These imply that there exists an element eET such that ae = a, and

that there exists an element tET such that ta = e. Whence,

e2 = (la)e = t(ae) — ta — e.
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Since eS = S and e2 = e, e is a left unit of S. By Lemma 2, the graph

G(S) must be connected. Q.E.D.

The distance d(A, B) between two vertices A and B of a graph is

the number of edges in a shortest path between these vertices (if

such a path does not exist, we define d(A, P) = + oo ; of course

d(A, A) =0). The diameter of a graph is the supremum of d(A, B),

where (A, B) runs over all pairs of vertices of the graph. It would be

interesting to know what is the diameter of the graph of a semi-

group.

Added in proof. From the December 1968 issue of Mathematical

Reviews, the author has learned that Bedrich Pondëlicek, in Diameter

of a graph of a semigroup (Czechoslovakian, Russian and English

summaries), Casposis Pëst. Mat. 92 (1967), 206-211, also solved the

Bosák problem and he further obtained that the diameter of a semi-

group with more than two elements does not exceed three.
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